Violence

Violence is bad things that happen to people. Some things that make violence are, people using guns, people fighting, people stabbing others and things like that. Things like that in your surroundings are not good. People shouldn’t want to kill anybody or hurt someone. That is just not right to do. It affects people families and friends to know that a love one is hurt or dead.

Violence has affected my life because now there are a lot of things happening in this world. Death, getting hurt and things like that. I hate having a loved lost one that means a lot to me. A person doesn’t necessary have to get hurt from doing things, you could be in the wrong place at the wrong time or you can get hurt for knowing something. That’s why it is good to mind your own businesses. People should want to be peaceful. Life is too short for any bad things happening in this world. In the past 3 or 4 years, I just had a cousin that got killed for being in the wrong place and time and he was never a violent person and he never liked drama or anything. There are a lot of people getting hurt or killed from the same reason. Sometimes when I want to go to a friend’s house or something my parents most likely said no. I have to understand that it’s not good all the time going somewhere because you will never know what’s going to happen. I get mad but at the same time I have to realize that it is not good all the time.

The causes of youth violence are talking trash, knowing something or just a bad violent person. You can also get hurt from snitching. Snitching and for knowing something is a real bad reason to get killed from. All of those things are NOT good. People should, respect others and learn to get alone with others. Being a violent person or getting hurt for crazy reasons are not good.
If I was to try to help anybody I wouldn’t. That is something I will not do. I wouldn’t help because I wouldn’t want to get hurt to. If I try to do something, something bad just might happen to me. Helping is good but just not for violent reasons. It’s not good all the time. If there was a fight going on I will help break it up, and if anything else I will be a witness. If guns and stabbing was going on I will not do anything but mind my business. I wouldn’t want to have anything do with that situation. Guns and stabbing scares me. I am not a snitch but when it comes down to killing, maybe I have to call the police.

The violence in my area that goes on is not good. Life is too short for any killing to happen. This is my understanding of violence; how it affects me and things I will probably do to help.